2003 honda accord warning lights

The traction control system, or TCS, on a Honda Accord has several functions relative to
maintaining constant tire speed and traction. It works in unison with the anti-lock braking
system and the transmission to maintain this control. It receives signals from the wheel
sensors, the transmission -- or its vehicle speed sensor -- and the ignition system to formulate
its strategy. The strategy is to slow engine speed to reduce tire spin, reduce transmission
gearing and apply the brake to the fastest spinning tire, or a combination of these. Open the
hood and check to see if there are any fluid-related issues causing the TCS light to come on.
Check the master brake cylinder fluid level and add brake fluid as needed. The master cylinder
is located on the driver's side bulkhead or firewall and has a large circular tank behind it. Also
check the transmission fluid level and add transmission fluid as necessary. Check the
connections on the ABS brake modulator and module located directly in front of the master
cylinder. The module is the computer portion of the ABS system. It is the notebook size
component with a wiring harness connected to it in the immediate proximity of the modulator. It
is easy to find the modulator by just following the brake lines from the master cylinder down to
the modulator. Look for any corroded or disconnected wires. Look over the electrical
connectors on the radiator side of the transmission for corrosion and disconnected or loose
connectors. Check all the fuses in the fuse and relay box on the driver's side fender well and
replace as necessary. Test-drive the vehicle and note any irregularities in the engine and
transmission operation. Correct all problems with the engine and transmission for the TCS to
work properly. If both the engine and transmission work properly, continue to the next step.
Start the engine and check the dash lights for a check engine light. If the check engine light is
on, the computer has set a code. Pull the codes to see if any of them are relevant to the TCS or
ABS by plugging the diagnostic tool connector into the onboard diagnostics port under the
driver's side of the dash. Turn the ignition key on engine off. Turn the diagnostics scanner on.
Follow the directions as the scanner prompts you for the description of the vehicle. Comply by
inserting the information into the tool. After input of the initial information, the scanner displays
several options from which to withdraw codes -- select the appropriate engine as listed. Press
the "Read" button and the scanner begins to interrogate the onboard computer for codes in the
designated area and display them on the screen. It will also provide a description of the problem
and a method of monitoring it in operation for verification. Verify the fault code validity. The
scanner, upon displaying a code, will give several options. It provides the method of operation,
location on the vehicle, description and best test location of the connector, method of
monitoring and what the signal should look like versus the defective one and finally, a way to
check the item if there is no signal at all. Correct all coded problems before continuing. Set the
scanner by selecting "Transmission" and press the "Read" button. Correct any problems found
before continuing. Even if there is no code displayed concerning the vehicle speed sensor, it is
still a good idea to monitor it in action to see if the signal may be present but irregular.
Test-drive the car with the scanner connected and watch the VSS speed to see if it is consistent.
If you find any irregularities, replace the VSS. If the signal from the VSS does not agree with the
rear wheel sensors, all the signals are considered erroneous and not reliable so the computer
rejects the signal. Verify the synchronization and signal existence in all four-wheel sensors.
Place the scanner in the "ABS" mode. Select wheel sensor monitoring. Drive the car and watch
the correlation among all four wheels. It will display a picture of each wheel and a speed
beneath it. If one or more sensors appear to be malfunctioning, this is the problem. Replace any
malfunctioning wheel sensors. Don Bowman has been writing for various websites and several
online magazines since He has owned an auto service facility since and has over 45 years of
technical experience as a master ASE tech. Bowman has a business degree from Pennsylvania
State University and was an officer in the U. Army aircraft maintenance officer, pilot, six Air
Medal awards, two tours Vietnam. Step 1 Open the hood and check to see if there are any
fluid-related issues causing the TCS light to come on. Step 2 Check the connections on the ABS
brake modulator and module located directly in front of the master cylinder. Step 3 Look over
the electrical connectors on the radiator side of the transmission for corrosion and
disconnected or loose connectors. Step 4 Start the engine and check the dash lights for a check
engine light. Step 5 Turn the ignition key on engine off. Step 6 Verify the fault code validity. Step
7 Set the scanner by selecting "Transmission" and press the "Read" button. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
the Honda Accord based on all problems reported for the Accord. Srs warning light is on
continuously. Independ shop says error code is for driver front seat belt latch sensor. Honda
dealers says sensor is not part of lifetime warranty for seat belts, even though sensor is fully
integrate with seat belt latch, and part of the vital safety system. Independent shop is reluctant
to repair for liability and Honda dealer want huge payment for simple repair. It is unfair and
unethical for dealer and manufacturer to not honor there printed warranty. Tl- the contact owns

a Honda Accord. The contact stated that while the vehicle was idling at a parking lot, the air bag
warning light illuminated and stayed on. The vehicle was taken to the dealer lucas Honda john
keeene, service manager , jacksonville, FL, , where it was diagnosed that the front passenger's
side air bags needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure and stated
that there was no recall. The failure was not repaired. The failure mileage was about 78, The
contact owns a Honda Accord. While driving 30 mph, the air bag warning light illuminated. The
contact stated that the air bag light dimmed temporarily when the seat belt buckle was jiggled.
The vehicle did not experience any issues until after it was repaired for an air bag recall. The
vehicle was not taken to a dealer. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure
mileage was approximately 80, Takata recall - car not on recall list but dash airbag warning light
is on constantly. Have been waiting for airbag recall notice for over 2 years with light on. I took
the vehicle to get the airbag safety recall done. When the dealer autonation Honda west th Ave.
Westminster, CO advised me the car was ready to pick up and the safety recall was complete.
The airbag light was still illuminated on the dash. The warning light advises the driver the
vehicle is safe, or not safe. Right now the light advises the drive the repair is not complete. I do
not believe the repair was done to safety standard with the light still illuminated. While driving
55 mph, the front passenger side curtain air bag deployed without warning. The air bag warning
light illuminated. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was notified of
the failure. The failure mileage was 98, The contact stated that after the vehicle was serviced
under NHTSA campaign number: 14v air bags , the air bag warning light illuminated. The failure
mileage was 87, When the vehicle was started, the air bag warning light illuminated
intermittently. The vehicle was taken to a dealer. The failure mileage was 56, I have owned
several Accords and have never had this problem. The car jerks upon take off and makes
grinding sounds when decelerating. Also, the car squeaks, moans, and groans when slowing
down to make left and right turns. My mechanic told me it is rare for a car to need motor mounts
so often for a vehicle. Due to the broken motor mounts, the car's oil pan has begun to leak due
to movement of the engine and transmission and power steering fluids are leaking due to the
movement. Also, my airbag warning light turns on intermittently. I have checked several times
and my car is not included in the takata airbag recall, but it does concern me. I don't know if
there is a problem or if it is an electrical problem. While driving at a low speed, the air bag
warning light illuminated. The failure mileage was 55, Tl-the contact owns a Honda Accord. The
contact stated that while driving at 55 mph, the contact stated that the radio, cruise control and
horn failed to function. The airbag fault warning light illuminated. In addition, the contact stated
that while trying to shift into park the shifter knob fractured. The technician stated that the
shifter knob plate needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was
unknown. The contact stated that the air bag warning light illuminated. The vehicle was taken to
a dealer for diagnostic testing, the mechanic stated that the driver's side air bag needed to be
replaced. The approximate failure mileage was 67, My supplemental restraint system srs
warning light comes on intermittently. The contact stated that the air bag warning light
intermittently illuminated. The manufacturer was not contacted about the failure. The failure
mileage was 90, The VIN was not available. The air bag warning light supplemental restraint
system [srs] comes on and off randomly, but appears to be related to the front passenger seat.
Upon speaking with the dealership I was assured all was fine. Upon repair, in September , I did
not notice repair improvement, and continued to detect the rough grind of transmission shift
and a whining sound. In I experienced a catastrophic transmission failure to which I had sought
repair. In December I experienced another transmission failure. I have just now experienced my
3rd transmission failure, July My power steering pump had always had a faint whine, but Honda
services never identified it as concerning. The problem progressively became worse until
Honda finally suggested a repair, but informed me that the component was then out of warranty
and would be a costly repair. I decided to delay repair until June Ac problems manifested in
September and required replacement in April My center council clock and temperature display
has been flickering, dimmed, and absent since The interlock stuck issue first materialized in and
serviced in July My airbag warning light has been active since with an occasional but repetitive
tcs alert; and my headlamp glass has been hazed since In these times of thrift conscious fuel
consumption, I utilize my nav tools to monitor my driving activity. The contact stated that the air
bag warning light constantly remained illuminated after the vehicle was turned on. The vehicle
was taken to an independent mechanic where it was advised that the air bag sensor needed to
be replaced. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 92,
and the current mileage was , I own a Honda Accord ex, 4 cylinder, 95, miles. The srs warning
light recently illuminated. It illuminates sporadically. Taking it to a dealer for repair. Hopefully it
just has to be reset. The contact owns a Honda Accord lx. The contact stated that the air bag
warning light was illuminated and the vehicle was taken to the dealer where the technician

advised that the air bag sensor would need to be replaced. The contact stated that the air bag
sensor replacement was not covered under warranty. The approximate failure mileage was 75,
This recall should include Honda Accord. Information redacted pursuant to the freedom of
information act foia , 5 u. Srs light turns on and off on the dash. I took my Honda Accord ex- v6
to the dealer and the diagnostics codes were , , f, f After the dealer calling Honda, Honda
recommended to replace the control unit. However, reviews indicate that the airbag warning
light may come on due to a defective occupant position detection sensor requiring its
replacement. Honda decided to recall the models for the same airbag issue, but left out the
models. The srs warning indicator comes on when the vehicle is started and is occasionally
staying on. Research online shows that this is a common problem with older Honda Accords,
and an extended warranty was issued by Honda to warranty the opds system which controls the
airbags and seat belt tensioning system. My Accord, , is not covered by this extended warranty.
This is a safety issue, as the airbags are disabled when the srs warning light is on, and I am
astonished at the treatment Honda has given me. They are unwilling to cover this, even though
there is a history of complaints. The airbag sensor warning light has been going on and off for
the last 3 years on my Honda Accord sedan. The dealer says that if it is not caused by a seat
belt defect, the repair is not covered by Honda. The same defect was the subject of a recall for
the Accord but not the I believe it is the identical problem. It appears my airbags are not
functioning on my Honda Accord. The airbag dashboard warning light has been going on and
off for a while. Lately it stays on continuously. The Honda dealer most recently Honda
marysville in marysville, OH took various steps to address it but nothing worked. The second to
last step taken was to replace the car battery but the problem still exists. There is no assurance,
however, that this will fix the problem. Honda manufacturing disclaims any responsibility for
paying for this problem, despite the fact that this problem has been ongoing for quite a while
and despite the fact that this pertains to a very critical safety device for the vehicle. Car
Problems. Warning Light On problem 1. Warning Light On problem 2. Warning Light On problem
3. Warning Light On problem 4. Warning Light On problem 5. Warning Light On problem 6.
Warning Light On problem 7. Warning Light On problem 8. Warning Light On problem 9.
Warning Light On problem Other Air Bag related problems of the Honda Accord. Air Bag
problems Air Bag problems. Air Bag Not Deploy problems. Air Bag Light On problems. Front Air
Bag problems. Front Air Bag Sensor Control problems. Air Bag On-off Switch problems. In this
article, we will show you the meanings of the dashboard warning lights of Honda vehicles.
Warning signs with Honda dashboard may vary in some models but are mostly the same, and
the signs are very close to each other. Honda Dashboard Warning Light Meanings. This feature
usually happens in the latest model cars. This warning light does not allow you to climb above a
certain speed by burning the engines of the burning vehicles. In this case, you need to take
your vehicle to the nearest authorized service. This system makes harmful gases from the
exhaust harmful for the environment. In general, drivers who have poor quality fuel meet this
situation. If you encounter this warning light, the water in the fuel filter must be drained by
opening the drain cock at the bottom of the filter. When this warning light comes on, the air filter
must be cleaned or changed as soon as possible. When this warning light comes on, you must
stop the engine immediately and wait for the engine to cool down. You must clean or replace
the fuel filter as soon as possible. In this case, you need to check the oil level of your vehicle
and to complete the missing oil. This indicator lights and goes off when starting your vehicle. If
this warning light does not go out after your vehicle has been running, you should take your
vehicle to the service immediately. There may be serious engine failure. You should replace the
brake pads most recently. The ignition should not be started before the warning light of the
glow plugs goes out. This feature is not available in some vehicles. This feature is not available
in all vehicles. This feature is only available on keyless vehicles. If this warning is yellow, the
vehicle should be serviced and if it is red, you should call the truck without having to use your
vehicle with certainty. This light turns on and off as soon as you release the parking brake. If it
is on, it indicates a fault in the brake system. Illuminates when starting the vehicle and goes out
after your car has started. If this warning light does not illuminate when starting the vehicle or it
does not go out after your vehicle has started, your ABS system may be faulty. You should
immediately take your car to service. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Warning Lights. Related Posts. One Response Daphne Williams November
3, Leave a Reply Cancel reply Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Featured in:. We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on
our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Search
your problem. More specific problems:. Top problems. Amber warning light looks like a sprayer
logo loss of turbo power Honda Accord 2. Turbo Warning lights. Comment Same issue here.
Gas pedal Warning lights Noise. I just got a new Honda few day ago. My Honda have the weird

noise when I press the gas pedal and it has a red blinking light at temperatures coner after I
block my car at night. Please tell me what wrong on my Honda. Engine Warning lights Sensors
Won't start Starting. Engine won't start once in a while the dashboard lights Such as the
all-wheel-drive light comes on the FWD light comes on the light that sensors that you're going
to close to something comes on in the middle of nowhere with no cars around so what's going
on with the vehicle. Starter problem Honda Accord 4 dr 2. Took my car to the dealer for an oil
change and a new battery. I was told the battery did not fix my problem that it was my starter.
This car is not even 3 years old. After looking on line this is clearly an issue with alot of
Accords. Honda should be held responsible!!!!!! I will never buy another honda!! Same Issue
with my Honda Accord. I'm in the process of buying a new car and refuse to ever purchase
another Honda again! I have and have the no start problem push the start button 3 or 4 times
before it starts. How much did they charge for a new starter? I bought the starter myself and my
son put it in. I'm having the same issues, the car won't start. Had the dealer check it, found
nothing wrong. Still having the same problems and taking it back to the dealer. I've read too
many complaints about the starter. If the dealer finds it's the starter I will take it to my mechanic,
much cheaper. The neutral safety switch could be the problem if the car is Running the
diagnostic won't realize it. Yes it should be a recall!! Dash light cluster comes on but will not
engage the starter. Seems like this is a common problem. Real pain as the only way to open it is
by climbing inside the boot and operate the manual emergency release. No warnings showing
on the dashboard and when the trunk is open I can still close it with the keyfob and button!
Checked fuse number 21 which is still ok , replaced it with new spare available but still no joy.
Totally by chance! My son was pulling the door handle to open the passenger door whilst I think
I pressed the open button on the remote just a fraction of a second after he pulled the handle; I
noticed all the indicator lights went on on all sides this had also stopped working on opening
and locking the car at the same time as the boot stopped opening. So I thought : "I wonder if
this has done something to the boot too? The boot opened normally again with the button on its
door!!! I am just so very glad I didn't take the car anywhere to sort this issue out as I was
planning to do as I'm sure I would have spent a fortune with no resolution. I hope this may help
someone. This is the fourth time that i have brought my vehicle to the dealer to be inspected. I
finally got my car inspected a third time after contacting honda corporate. The steering wheel
had to be reset. However, the vehicle still does not drive straight. After an alignment and the
steering wheel reset, the vehicle still pulls to the right. I have contacted honda corporate and
they are really useless. Their motto "helpful honda" is the biggest load hot air ever. They are
having someone from honda corporate come to inspect the car now. Try looking at the tires
make sure they do not have bumps or flat spots because this can cause the car to pull. Engine
Warning lights Starter Starting. As I introduce the key in the ignition, the starter starts
functioning but the engine won't finally start. On the dashboard a wrench symbol appears. Had
the same problem and the problem is the key contactor system, which seems to be a frequent
car issue. I have Same problem. Even I took off the key but still flashing key sign on dashboard.
Check engine light. Mash accelerate to floor check engine light comes on then goes off in a few
minutes. Trying to pass emissions test can't get my Honda accord to reset what should I do? I
am driving between mph. The power steering light comes and immediately loses power
steering. I am a big guy and i have to use a lot of strength to move to the side of the road. I shut
off car for a few minutes and restart car. The problem went away. This happened 3x time in the
last month. I have accord when i was going to out parking i couldn't turn steering and forced to
back to parcki with the same position, called several technician no one could find the problem ,i
am living in Tehran. My Honda accord accelerate itself on motion,and the rpm cannot move
upwards on motion. Engine Steering warning light Loses power. Eps light came on. Lost power
while driving. Hard to steer the vehicle. Turned off the engine and turned back on couple times
waited a few minutes in between. Warning light was gone and got power back. Airbag light.
Consumer writes in regards to airbag indicator light illuminated. Car has not been in a collision
and I rarely travel with a passenger. Around that time, I received a letter from Honda about an
airbag inflator problem that would be repaired on recall. SRS light was still on. Am disgusted.
Honda dealer said it is caused by faulty electrical issue. Oil pressure Check engine light Oil
change. While driving 60 mph, the engine warning light illuminated. Immediately after an oil
change, the oil pressure warning light illuminated. The vehicle was taken to an independent
mechanic. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the
failure. The failure mileage was 86, Problem Accord LX 4cyl 2. Driving home and i called my
husband and stated that the car sounded like crap--wasnt shifting correctly and just had a
horrible sound coming from engine. He stated we will check oil and transmission fluid when you
get home. To find no oil or transmission on either. We immediately contacted dealer we
purchased from and we had it towed there for attention. Car dealer changed oil which wasn't

much and transmission fluid were "fine". Passing the buck! I purchased a new honda accord
sport cvt in As of october 6, , the car is about 2 years old and has approximately 37, miles. The
vehicle started having intermittent starting problems. The engine does not crank and all i hear
are clicks. It takes ignition attempts for the vehicle to start. Sometimes it will start on the first
try. Furthermore, sometimes i leave it alone for about a second or two with the key out and then
it will start. Once it starts, everything seems to be fine. Airbag light Gauges. The contact stated
that when the vehicle was started, the air bag warning light illuminated. The vehicle was taken
to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the srs control unit and meter gauge accessory needed
to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was 61, Vehicle stalls during
driving, sometimes it won't start, engine light Honda Accord 2. Vehicle has , It shows very
erratic behaviour. The codes are always PA and P Would love some help. So firstly my car is
getting a loud internal noise when I'm driving it almost sounds like a jet engine about to take off.
I've thought of wheel bearings and wear of the tyres. I have a sports tyre on and do a lot of
distance travel. They are only 12 months old still plenty of tread. Just had an alignment two
months ago. Has anyone experienced this internal noise and would it be related to drive
shaft????? I get a whining noise every time I start my car and during a low speed what is the
cause of this? Do not have that problem with my other Honda EX I seem to have more problems
with the LX then the old one kind of wondering if I will purchase another again. Check engine
light Won't start Starting. Car will not start in the mornings: within a months 3 times. Engine
check light constantly lighting up. Back and butt pain including legs falling asleep. Window tab
failure. Driver lightly pushed on window to try to jostle the window loose. Window then
collapsed into door well. Window was subsequently stuck in the door well. Driver was
expectantly exposed to elements and unable to manipulate window up or down. Vehicle is 3
years old with 59, miles. Honda automotive shop identified that the window came unglued from
the tags holding it in place. Honda shop identified that they have never seen this on a car this
new, may be common for a year old car but not for a honda this new. Warning lights Airbag. I
bought a honda accord ex-l on 14 oct Exactly on 23 oct , i saw the red indicator saying srs
airbag problem. Warning lights Sensors Airbag. The contact stated that while driving with the
front passenger side seat being occupied, when the passenger moved, the side passenger air
bag off warning light illuminated. The vehicle was taken to a dealer who diagnosed that the
passenger side air bag sensor failed. The dealer did not offer any remedy and the vehicle was
not repaired. The manufacturer was notified. The failure mileage was 22, Issues Accord EX-L
6cyl 3. Gear box Steering warning light. On july 2, while driving 40 mph, power steering failed
and indicator light came on. Had car towed to dealer next day, software update done, and i was
told the problem should not reoccur. On oct 6, , while turning into a parking lot, it failed again.
Had car towed to dealer and told they will now replace gearbox. I asked what was causing this
and how this fix will work and was told they don't know! This is very unsafe, and appears honda
does not truly know how to fix this. Problem Accord Honda Accord My car surges while driving
occasionally and surges while stopped. I was sitting at a stop sign waiting on traffic to pass by
and my car surged so hard that it pushed it out a couple inches. I took it to the dealership but
they can not find anything wrong. Read other complaints here and my car isn't the only one
doing this. I have a 3 year old and no longer feel safe in my car. Check engine light Vibration
Stalls. While driving at 80 mph, the vehicle started to shake. The contact stated that the vehicle
started to decelerate rapidly to 40 mph. The contact stated that the check engine warning light
illuminated and the vehicle stalled. The vehicle was towed to the dealer where the failure could
not be duplicated. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 2,
Steering wheel Check engine light. Buy grand new honda accord ex and drving only 67 miles
get the check engine light come on when driving on city street indicate thetraction symbol and
steering wheel symbol problem. Bring the car back to dealer for fixed and been told that the
v-tech solenoid is bad , they have to replace a new one and test drive for 20 miles to see if
problem still occur don't make any sense. Since delivery date of vehicle from dealer my vehicles
navigation and stereo have not worked. I brought it in the service dept could not figure out what
was wrong, they replaced the navigation and stereo and the problem still to this day exist. When
this radio is on sometimes it freezes and the nav unit states the radio is off and other times it
just stays on, volume increases on its own, cannot use touch screen, cannot change stations
and then the lights on the dash go on and off and car shuts off. Problems Accord Sport 4dr 2.
Steering wheel Steering warning light. I've had my car for about two years now and about a
month into me owning the vehicle i was driving around town and the steering wheel locked up
and the eps light came on for about 5 seconds and then cleared. I took it to the honda
dealership where i purchased the car and their service department could not find anything
wrong. I havnt had any problems up until last week. I was driving home on the freeway doing
about 55 mph and all of a sudden the steering wheel locks up and the eps light comes on. I had

to muscle the car over a few lanes to get to the emergency lane to avoid hitting anyone. Wheels
Warning lights. While driving at various speeds, the tire pressure monitoring system warning
light illuminated intermittently. The failure mileage was 55, The car has lost power steering on
three occasions over the past one and one half weeks. I forced the turn and could smell a
burning smell. I turned the car off, read the manual, then turned the car on and drove the less
than a mile to my home with no problem. I pulled over, turned the car off, then turned it back on.
Problem Accord EX 2. Engine Oil light Oil change Engine start. Oil light started coming on at
that point. My car wasnt due for an oil change. Was hearing the pistons in the engine when i
would start driving the car. I checked oil and it showed no oil. I would have to put in 2 to 3
quarts of oil. This has been happening and is still occuring to this day I have mentioned this to
dealer and they claimed nothing is wrong. I just received a warranty extension from honda and i
am just about close to the ,00 mileage that they extended the warranty to. It is a shame that they
are contacting me about this years later. Rear end assembly Airbag light. The impact of the
accident was severe enough to force my car to hit the other car in front of me and consequently
i was taken but the ambulance to the local hospital for further physical examination. I am writing
you this because after my release from the hospital i noticed due to the high speed impact the
air bag light in my car had been turned on yet the air bag itself never deployed. Therefore i
would like to make an official complaint and inquiry about the honda auto company. I believe i
might have skipped very serious physical injuries perhaps by luck yet the fact that the airbag of
my honda never deployed is rey disturbing to me. I would appreciate your help in this matter.
Went for lunch, and parked my car on the street. After finishing lunch, about half an hour later,
got into the car and proceeded to start it. Everything worked, but the car immediately shut off
radio and ac would stay on however. Tried again, but the same thing happened. Followed by a
check engine light warning, and tire pressure warning. Took key out of ignition, waited a minute,
before trying again. This time, turned off radio and ac. Car immediately shut off still. Tried more
times, and car finally started, all with a total of 4 warning lights. Problems Honda Accord 6cyl 3.
Steering warning light. At a stop sign, made a right turn. Right after i made the turn, at
approximately mph the power steering abruptly failed. Power steering failure light then came
on. Pulled over and after turning off the car and then back on, the steering worked again,
though it failed in a similar manner after driving for about another 5 minutes. While traveling
southbound on rt. The sound was similar to a loud gun shot, followed by a crackling noise. The
driver and passengers in my car did not see or hear anything hit the car roof, and none of the
surrounding vehicles took any action that would have suggested something had fallen out of
the sky. The sunroof shade was closed, so no glass entered the cabin. Price honda in dover, de,
replaced the sunroof glass under warranty. The contact stated that while driving 15 mph, the
power steering warning indicator illuminated, the steering wheel then became difficult to turn.
The vehicle was taken to dealer where the failure was undetermined. The manufacturer was
notified of the failure. The failure mileage was 23, Steering wheel Stiff steering Dashboard not
working Steering warning light. While driving down the road at approximately mph, the eps
electronic power steering light on the dashboard came on. Seconds later, the steering wheel
stiffen up and was nearly impossible to turn the wheel. I immediately turn on my hazard warning
lights and started to decrease my speed. Eventually, with much physical force and effort i was
able to make it "safely" off the main road into an entrance to a construction site. I put the car in
park and turned it off. After about 15 second, i turn the car back on and the power steering
return to normal and the eps dashboard light went off. Call the dealership to make an
appointment. However, this issue should be a recall as it can cause great harm to vehicle
occupants and other drives in the case of an accident. See Warning lights problems. Problems
with a Accord? Share them. I solved my problem or question. Crea tu usuario en el sitio. Do you
like StartMyCar? Follow us on Facebook. Log in Sign up. Did you find the website helpful?
Browse site version for:. Help Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us. Submit comment.
Submit comment Cancel. Submit reply. Submit reply Cancel. Honda Accord dashboard lights
ensure your safety and help provide the professional care your car needs, but only if you know
what each symbol means. Dashboard lights play an important role in the safe operation of your
vehicle. Each vehicle comes with its own set of dashboard lights. While many models do feature
similar iconography, they are not all the same. There are two types of dashboard symbols you
can see in the Honda Accord. The first are warning lights. Honda Accord warning lights can be
red or yellow, and they let you know when certain parts under the hood are severely damaged
or malfunctioning. Here are some of the warning lights you may see in your Honda Accord:.
These warning lights serve as the first sign of severe problems under the hood. Schedule a
service appointment and have your car repaired as soon as you see any of the dashboard lights
listed above. This will prevent performance issues, as well as more expensive repairs later.
These symbols tell you when a certain feature is being used or when your car needs minor

maintenance. A few common Honda Accord indicator lights include:. If a warning light appears
on your dashboard, it may be a good time to bring your vehicle in to our service center. Here,
our professionally trained technicians can properly diagnose the problem and get your Accord
back in tip-top shape. Upon inspection of your vehicle, our technicians will perform any
necessary repairs or replacements, so you can get back on the road safe and sound.
Furthermore, scheduling an appointment with our service center is super easy! Honda Accord
dashboard lights are designed to help you better understand the condition of your car and when
it needs professional services. Dashboard lights should never be ignored. Our experts will
diagnose the problem and conduct all necessary repairs to keep your car performing at its best.
Look for this link on your favorites: Save. Honda Accord Dashboard Light Guide Honda Accord
dashboard lights ensure your safety and help provide the professional care your car needs, but
only if you know what each symbol means. Schedule Service. Service Specials. Service Center.
Search Vehicles. Keyword Search: Filtered Search: type. Contact Us. Braman Honda So, what is
that light on your dashboard? The following are warning lights and indicators found in vehicles
built by Honda. Click a link to learn more about each one. They are roughly ordered by
importance, which tends to be by color red, amber, yellow, orange, green, blue, gray. There are
over 60 of them so search carefully! Remember that only proper service and repair procedures
will ensure the safe and reliable operation of your car. These posts are for information sharing
purposes only, and should not be used in lieu of an OEM service manual or factory authorized
service procedure. We are not in the auto repair business nor do we publish automotive service
manuals. Nothing we include on these pages and posts has been reviewed, approved or
authorized by any vehicle manufacturer. Technology is always changing and what is current
and accurate today may be literally out-of-date and inaccurate tomorrow. And when it comes to
the current state of flux in the auto industry, nothing is more true. Made with by Graphene
Themes. Toggle search form Search for:. Toggle navigation DashboardSymbols. Honda
Warning Lights and Symbols So, what is that light on your dashboard? Related posts. Search
for:. Charge system trouble indicator -- click for more. Brake or parking brake indicators -- click
for more. Electric park brake malfunction -- click for more. Brake press indicator -- click for
more. Electronically controlled brake system -- click for more. Oil warning light -- click for more.
Engine temperature indicators -- click for more. Seat belt reminder -- click for more. Air bag
warning indicator -- click for more. Security indicators, if blinking -- click for more. Keyless start
fault indicator -- click for more. Electric power steering fault indicator -- click for more. Door ajar
indicator -- click for more. Check engine light -- click for more. Service reminder indicator -click for more. Stability control indicator -- click for more. Stability control off indicator -- click
for more. Tire pressure monitor indicators -- click for more. Anti-lock brake system fault
indicator -- click for more. Blind spot warning indicator -- click for more. All wheel drive trouble
indicator -- click for more. Driver assist system status indicator -- click for more. Collision
mitigation fault indicator -- click for more. Lane keeping indicators -- click for more. Integrated
motor assist fault indicator -- click for more. Adaptive cruise c
2001 toyota sequoia vsc light on
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ontrol trouble or on indicators -- click for more. Auto brake hold indicators -- click for more.
Power system fault indicator -- click for more. Message indicator -- click for more. Low fuel
indicators -- click for more. Hydrogen leak warning indicator -- click for more. Low washer fluid
indicator -- click for more. Cruise control indicators -- click for more. Drive mode indicator -click for more. Sport mode indicator in green -- click for more. Hybrid ready indicators -- click
for more. EV on indicator -- click for more. EV operation indicator -- click for more. Hybrid
operation indicator -- click for more. EV charge indicator -- click for more. Economy mode
indicator -- click for more. Efficient shift indicator -- click for more. Bed lights on indicator -click for more. Automatic high beam indicator -- click for more. Fog lamps on indicator -- click
for more. Park lamps on indicator -- click for more. Turn signal indicator -- click for more. High
beam indicator -- click for more.

